Made in Britain
With some experts claiming that the quality of British-bred horses
has never been better, why are so many top riders competing those
bred overseas? YH writer Sam Lewis investigates

Great British breeding

L

ynne Crowden may be one of
Britain’s top breeders, but even she
was surprised when the chestnut
foal she bred — and fondly
nicknamed Ginger Pig for her ugly pink nose
— blossomed into what many consider to be
the most exciting young dressage horse in
the UK. Woodlander Farouche, currently
competed by Michael Eilberg, is now referred
to as the supermodel of the dressage world
after becoming the first British-bred horse
to win the World Breeding Dressage
Championships as a five-year-old – later

crowned PSG champion at the 2014 British
Dressage National Championships.
The Hanovarian mare’s potential is such
that many other top British breeders,
including Jennie Loriston-Clarke MBE,
owner and manager of the famous
Catherston Stud in Hampshire, and Emma
Blundell, Managing Director of the Mount St
John stud in Yorkshire, are in awe of the
horse (see her as a foal on page 26).
“As Farouche is young she may not be
ready for the next Olympics but I do believe
she will go to the Games in 2020,” says

Jennie. “It’s a prime example of a wonderful
British bred horse by a breeder who has
researched and spent thousands on
importing good bloodlines.”
All three breeders are among those in
Britain producing dressage horses
comparable with the highest quality of those
on the continent.
“British breeding is 10 times better than
it was 10 years ago with studs consistently

Beautiful mare
Farouche is
taking the
dressage world
by storm

British breeders believe
the mare is the key to
a quality foal

British breeding is 10 times
better than it was 10 years ago
with studs consistently focused
on using the best bloodlines
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Great British breeding
focused on using the best bloodlines,”
explains Lynne.
“Since the recession, breeders have been
much more discriminating and are realising
that the key to the kingdom lies in the mare.
It doesn’t matter how good a stallion is if the
mare is no good.”

Making waves

Like many breeders, Emma
chooses to use the complex
process of artificial
insemination, using frozen
semen from the best
stallions in Europe
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What is… British-bred?

There’s clear potential for
some British-bred horses to
become the best in the world
champions. During the recession, some
breeders like myself were lucky enough to
buy some of the best mares from the top
studs in Germany — I think they’re now
questioning why they sold their best mares!”
As 2013 was Emma’s first year of
commercial foaling, the extent of her success
is yet to be proven, but she already has three
and four-year-old mares going to the British
Dressage Nationals at Stoneleigh for the

Emma’s mare Diva
Dannebrog with
foal Finest Hour
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Emma Blundell with
her gorgeous dark grey
filly MSJ Sensation

Young Horse Finds and, as she pays top
riders (Charlotte Dujardin rides four of her
horses), they’re expected to go to the top.
“My aim is to have horses at the World
Championships in three years and in a few
more years on the senior team, and Team GB
at Olympic and World Cup level.”

The British Equestrian Federation
(BEF) defines it as a horse that was
either foaled in the United Kingdom
(England, Scotland, Wales or
Northern Ireland), the Isle of Man or
the Channel Islands, or one foaled
abroad to a dam normally living in
the UK, Isle of man or Channel
Islands that had been temporarily
exported for the purpose of mating
only. Neither the stud book of origin
of the dam, nor the stud book of
origin or the place of domicile of the
sire, are considered relevant factors
in determining whether a foal is
British bred. Visit www.bef.co.uk

Emma and Charlotte Dujardin
with foals MSJ Charmer
and MSJ Smartini

Foreign buyers
While there’s clear potential for some
British-bred horses to become the best in
the world, ironically some breeders warn
that the best British-bred horses will be sold
outside the UK.
Emma admits that, apart from the two
foals bought by Charlotte — MSJ Charmer
by the Dutch stallion Charmeur and
another colt by Valegro’s sire Negro
— almost all have been sold abroad to foreign
buyers. And as her market is essentially
overseas, she registers her horses with
foreign stud books — a fact that infuriates
Jennie Loriston-Clarke.
“I have huge respect for Emma, but if a
horse is bred in this country it should be
British — not registered abroad,” says Jennie.
“I find it upsetting when breeders say that
clients aren’t interested or won’t pay top
dollar for something that’s British. We’ve got
to stick it out. If you breed a good enough
horse, people will buy it! We have a super
stallion Timolin (a British-bred son of the
dressage stallion Totilas) and all his foals
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will be registered with British societies.”
Emma insists that as no British stud book
is internationally respected, it wouldn’t
make commercial sense. Lynne agrees to
some extent, saying stud books need to
“wake up and take responsibility”.
Nonetheless, the fact remains that
wherever the horse is registered, many
of Britain’s top horses will be sold to
overseas buyers.
“It’s really depressing that many British
riders and sponsors still prefer to go abroad
to buy,” says Jennie, something Lynne agrees
with. “The challenge is getting UK riders and
sponsors at the highest level to look at
UK-bred horses,” says Lynne. “Sadly, our best
horses will be sold out of the UK in Germany
to Germans, Americans and occasionally
British riders. And ironically, if you want to
sell a British horse to a British rider... send it
to a German yard.”
Emma, however, thinks the mentality is
beginning to shift, and believes Charlotte
Dujardin’s purchases — and the fact that
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Carl Hester recently bought a British-bred
Oldenburg foal from the Devon-based
Newton Stud — has got people thinking. “It
highlighted the fact that riders should think
about investing in foals. I’m trying to bridge
the gap between breeders and riders by
hosting a lunch every year at Olympia.”
Other new initiatives that may help
include the launch of the British Breeders
network (BBN), which aims to bring breeders
together under a unified strategic goal, and
the increasing participation and awareness
of Futurity, the fastest growing young horse
evaluation programme in the UK.
And while many UK sponsors and riders
don’t want to spend a week travelling the
length of Britain in their search, there’s the
possibility that new horse sales and auctions
(similar to Ireland’s Goresbridge) may
combat the problem of fragmented breeders.

Playing catch up
But while the breeding of quality dressage
horses has clearly progressed, with British-

bred show jumpers, such as Ursula XII,
taking the world number one spot in the
Longines FEI World Championship rankings
last year, some question whether eventing is
producing the goods.
At Badminton, just four British riders
and four British-bred horses made the
top 20 and, out of the squad of 12 that will
compete on home soil at the Longines FEI
European Eventing Championships in Blair
Castle, Scotland (from 10-13 September
2015), only one horse – Izzy Taylor’s
Allercombe Ellie – is British.
Says BEF Head of Equine Development
Jan Rogers: “We’ve always been good at
producing event horses due to our strong
links with Ireland and good level of
competency, but the current situation is
a result of the changing format from long
to short, which places a greater emphasis
on the dressage test. Horses with more
warmblood in them are likely to get higher
scores, but you still need that thoroughbred
blood for a four-star horse and it’s this
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Lynne says that some of the best dressage
mares are now owned by 28-year-old
dressage rider Emma Blundell of the
Yorkshire-based Mount St John stud. She
founded the stud in 2012 after completing
a Business Management Degree and First
Class Masters in Entrepreneurship.
“I have huge respect for Emma and her
strategy to buy and breed from mares who are
siblings to some of the best competition
horses in Europe,” says Lynne.
The strategy Lynne talks of has resulted in
Emma investing in around 30 top quality
dressage mares proven in competition. She
never stands or produces a stallion, choosing
instead to use frozen semen from the best
stallions in Europe (she travels all around
Europe to select them) and employs top
artificial insemination (AI) specialists such as
Australian Eric Klaui to take care of
reproduction. To enable her elite mares to
continue competing, and produce the
maximum offspring, a high proportion of her
foals are via embryo transfers.
Her top mare, Diva Dannebrog, is due to
have four foals via embryo transfer next year,
while another, Claire, grand dam to Farouche,
is in foal at the age of 22. Emma ensures that
even the surrogate mares are of top quality as,
in her experience, foals tend to pick up their
characteristics. Every one is a good quality
warmblood over 16.1hh, carefully selected to
influence and nurture foals with the right
traits. After weaning, the colts are sold while
the best fillies are kept as a future investment
to maintain the gene pool.
“We have some amazing mares in the UK
now — the mothers and
sisters of world

Great British breeding
Breeding issues

Indiscriminate breeding in
the UK has resulted in the
overproduction of poor
quality horses and ponies
– it’s a growing and significant
welfare problem. We asked
our experts what they think
should be done to tackle
the issue.
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“Ownership should be
licensed”

New Zealander Jonelle Price rides British
bred mare Faerie Dianimo during the
2015 FEI Classics in Luhmuhlen

Izzy Taylor’s ride, Allercombe Ellie,
is the only British-bred horse on
the British squad for this year’s
FEI European Championshiops
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clever combination that breeders are starting
to assimilate. Futurity scores show that in
five years’ time we’ll have great potential
British-bred eventers with warmblood in
them — we’re just a few years behind.”
Jan points to Preci-Spark breeder
Vin Jones, who has been canny enough
to buy mares with proven performance
— in this case a combination of
Thoroughbred and warmblood.
Olympian Mary King — whose first three
homebred horses competed at four-star
level — says this mix is essential.
“I still think a good British TB mare is
fantastic to breed from but, with the sport
changing to become shorter and more
technical, with the emphasis on dressage,
a continental stallion is needed in order
to produce a top class eventer.
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“However, while a horse with continental
bloodlines is more expressive they don’t
stay sound as well as the English and
Irish horses, even though cross-country
courses are much shorter. They’re not
bred to gallop at speed – so it’s still
important to have over 50% TB blood to
get the final product.”
Jennie points out that while the British
team may not have many British-bred
horses, many foreign eventers are riding
them. Faerie Dianimo is British-bred and
ridden by New Zealander Jonelle Price,
while Zavier Faer (her half brother) is ridden
by Tim Price.
Tout de Suite (bred by Vin Jones) has
been sold to America and recently came
second in a CIC2** in Florida ridden by
Leslie Law.
But while Lynne agrees that the quality
is out there — she commends the work of
Billy Stud (a joint venture between William
Funnell, Pippa Funnell and Donal Barnwell)
and Carole Mortimer among others
— she says Britain lags behind in terms
of quantity.
“Things have improved but we are
still a microscopic dot on the landscape
of breeding. We probably only bred 3,000
foals last year for an Olympic discipline
including the higher levels of riding club.
Compare that with Germany where they are
40% down [due to cuts during the
recession] but still breed 20 times that at
around 60,000.”
With young breeders such as Emma
producing four foals from just one proven
mare every year, and sometimes breeding
from mares more than 20 years old, it
would seem that girl power may just bring
Britain to the top. We just have to have a
little stoic British patience.

“Personally I’d like
to see horse
ownership licenced
– not each horse
but owners,” says
Lynne Crowden.
“We will have a
problem with that
however because
it’s difficult to police. Owning a
horse is an expensive business if
you do it properly and we come
across quite a few cases of people
who are ignorant and don’t think
beyond getting a foal, not thinking
if they are breeding something
that’s saleable or where there’s a
marketplace. If you don’t have a
plan don’t do it.”

“Let’s improve
understanding”

Emma Blundell
wants to see
an improvement
in peoples’
understanding
of what good
breeding is.
“It’s not always
the best option
to breed from a
friend’s retired horse,” she says.
“I think social media can help
people understand how to select
a mare. It’s important people
breed horses for a purpose and
understand the expense of bringing
up a foal to riding stage.”

“Bring back the licensing
scheme”

“A lot more needs
to be done
regarding
indiscriminate
breeding,” says
Jennie LoristonClarke. “The BHS
gelding scheme is
a good idea and
helps a certain amount. We always
used to have a licensing scheme
(you couldn’t keep a colt over two
years old unless licensed) but now
it’s not government policy. Bringing
it back might help things.”
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